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Mike Young- Path Through Coaching + Defensive Concepts  
 

1. Background in Coaching 
a. Dale Harris said: “There are two jobs in coaching: no jobs and great 

jobs.” 
b. Appreciate the fact that  have had a great job for 34 years 
c. Stayed at Wofford for 30 years, only chance to be a head coach 

i. 1997: applied for Erskine head coaching job, could not get 
involved  

ii. 1999: applied for the Anderson University job, did not get a call  
iii. Realized only chance to be a head coach was to stay, chop wood, 

hang in there and hope had a chance; never was told might have 
an opportunity  

d. Wofford reached Division I level in 1998, were ranked last.  
i. Did not complain about what they lacked in comparison to other 

schools; ‘Here’s what we have, figure it out and go do it’  
ii. Recruited players that thought would work for them: skill, 

toughness, guys who could handle it and pass it. 
e.  Wofford Terriers finished as #18 team in the country this year, 2019 

i. Part of success was having great people around who helped build 
something special 

2. Book Recommendations 
a. Make the Big Time Where You Are by Frosty Westering 
b. Built to Last by James C. Collins + Jerry I. Porras 
c. Good to Great by James C. Collins 

3. Job + Life Advice  
a. Be where your feet are  
b. Treat everyone with respect + enthusiasm 
c. Important to have great people around you, people that respect + trust 
d. Pick your battles  
e. Firmly believe your team takes on your personality 

i.  Do the job; “No excuses”  
f. DIII level is a great place to learn  

i. Involved with recruiting + scouting; see budget numbers 
4. Traditional Shell Options 

a. Run with 2 @ top + 2 wings 
b. Start almost every day w/ a sprint to the ball 
c. Dribble Penetration  
d. DeVoe 

i. Wing w/ ball, drives to basket 
ii. Help outside the lane 
iii. Shrink 
iv. Put coaches unguarded @ bottom corners 

5. Diamond out of Traditional Shell Options 
a. Started running this a couple years ago 

i. Thought had better opportunity to get to the places + actions 
going to see during game 

ii. Still have 2 @ top 
b. Can work on anything out of it  
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i. Ball Screen  
1. Run up, maintain contact, trap ball for 2 bounces 
2. Shrink spots 
3. After 2 bounces, get back to even as quickly as can 

ii. Start w/ flat  
1. Influence ball to left hand  
2. If ball attacks: trap for 2 bounces, shrink, then back to even 

iii. Actions  
1. Pass and shallow cut to corner 

c. Take best 3 actions in your league, do something with it almost everyday  
6. Transition Defense  

a. Highly Important 
i. No substitute for it, spend large amount of time on it  
ii. Have to get set  
iii. Offensive glass of critical importance 

1. Never sends more than 2  
b.  Drill 1: Start w/ 4 on 4 

i. 4 on baseline, 4 facing/guarding baseline players  
ii. 1st Option 

1. Coach passes ball, defense sprints to other end and gets set  
iii. 2nd Option  

1. Offset players across from each other  
2. Ball defender, runs to touch baseline; defense @ 

disadvantage 
c. Drill 2:  Pass + Cut 

i. Players pass + cut  
ii. Whistle blows, player w/ ball drops it 
iii. Sprint back to transition D  
iv. Cannot guard person who was guarding you  
v. Must stop ball 

d. Transition D Principles 
i. First 3 steps are critical  
ii. Cannot guard person guarding you  
iii. Most important thing on the court is the BALL  
iv. When you are @ disadvantage: Cannot guard consecutive passes, 

guy come into the back  
e. Celtic  

i. Simulate @ Disadvantage: sprint direction of the pass, after a few 
passes call a name, name sprints to half-court  

ii.  Spend 10-15 mins a day putting players in situations where @ 
disadvantage 
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Kelly Graves- Quick Offensive Actions + Drills  
 

1. Background in Coaching 
a. Took 1st coaching job in 1988 @ Big Ben Community College as assistant 

coach for men’s team 
b. One week before school started, became women’s head coach @ Big 

Ben Community College  
i. Had never seen a women’s basketball game before  
ii. Found that women generally accept + appreciate coaching more 

so than men  
iii. Same game as men’s basketball; not as athletic, but the skills are 

the same and often times better 
2. Three Areas of Focus as a Program  

a. Passing, Catching, + Shooting  
i. Passing + Catching  

1. In women’s basketball 19.5% of possessions end in 
turnovers; #1 reason = passing and catching  

a. In men’s basketball 16.5% of possessions end in 
turnovers; #1 reason = dribbling  

2. Led the nation in turnover percentage at 12.5 % 
a. Averaged 10 turn-overs a game 
b. 2nd place = 13.4%; significant difference  
c. Best passing team in country 

3. Practice peer pressure drills everyday @ practice  
a. Series of passing + catching drills 

ii. Shooting 
1. Program is only program in country in each of last 2 years, 

shot >40% from 3-pt line, 75% from the line, + 50% overall 
2. Also led nation in true shooting percentage @ 57.6% 
3. Key to Program’s Shooting Success 

a. Recruit good shooters, regardless of position 
b. Shoot a lot in practice: game shots 
c. Execute well, efficient offensively 

i. Led nation in points per possession: 1.21 
ii. 3rd in the nation in scoring: 85 pts/game 
iii. 246th in pace of play; efficient when have ball 

w/ only 69.4 possessions a game  
d. Player’s know who should be shooting 

3.  Peer Pressure Drills  
a.  Start Practice w/ peer pressure drills  

i. Call it Scramble 
ii. Do half-court drills one day, full court drills the next day  
iii. Assign a # for perfect possessions required to finish drill 

1. Sharp crisp passes, talking loudly, good jump stops, good 
pivots, must finish 

b. Half- Court Peer Pressure Drill  
i. Outline of Drill 

1.  Start w/ 3 lines on the baseline  
a. Far corner line starts w/ ball + pass to middle  
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2. Make a pass, make a sprint
a. Pass to player in front of you
b. Diagonal sprint after pass; follow player in front of

you
c. After the 1st pass: 2 passes, 2 cuts each

3. Catch pass facing out + w/ jump stop, then pivot back to
middle + swing ball through

4. After the 7th pass, player @ middle spot on half-court line
makes a hard face cut to basket + a layup

5. Player @ far cone on half-court line rebounds ball out of the
net; if ball hits the floor, does not count

6. After the 5th pass, next line goes
c. Three lane rush

i. Ball + Player Movement
1. Start w/ 3 lines on the baseline
2. Middle line starts w/ ball + pass to right side
3. Right side passes back to middle as far corner sprints to

opposite basket
4. Sprinter receives pass from the middle line, makes a layup,

becomes outside spot for way back
5. After pass, middle line sprints around left side corner cone,

becomes outside/sprint to basket spot for way back
6. Right side player sprints in and rebounds ball out of the net,

becomes middle spot for the way back
ii. Rules

1. Only allow 1 dribble per round
a. Must be when going in for the layup

2. Any additional bounce or a floater pass, go back to 0
4. Shooting Drills

a. Red Light- Green Light
i. Outline of Drill

1. 5 mins on clock
2. 7 spots around arc

a. Corner, low wing, high wing, top, high wing, low
wing, corner

3. Rebounder + Passer + Shooter
4. Shooter starts in corner spot

a. Must make two in a row @ each of 7 spots around the
arc

b. Shoot an additional 2 in a row @ last spot, then make
way back around

5. Goal = complete as many spots as possible
a. Record = 42 spots

ii. Threshold/ Scale for Program
1. On average ≥ 25 spots = Green Light; can take the shot
2. On average 18-24 spots = Yellow Light; shoot in certain

settings
3. On average ≤17 spots = Red Light; never shoot the 3
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b. Bando Drill
i. Outline of Drill

1. Make 3 in a row @ 5 spots around arc, if shot is missed,
shoot until make 3

2. Then, make 5 in a row starting @ opposite corner, if you
miss one from any spot, go back to beginning

3. Anything under 2 mins = good score
5. Offensive Actions

a. Out of Transition Options- Get Ball to Hammer Inside
i. 5 Dive

1. 5 is the trailer
2. Get ball to second side of floor as quick as can, ‘Dive’ is

called
3. 5 sets a screen for the 1, then dives to ball side block
4. Ball thrown back 1, 4 sprints into ball screen
5. Play out of this

a. Their 4 is 3-pt shooter, 44%, run pick n’ pop w/ her
most times

ii. 4 Dive
1. 4 is trailer, ‘Dive’ is called
2. 4 pushes hard to the basket
3. 1 passes to wing, 5 sprints into screen
4. Weak side wing walks to and holds around block area
5. 1 spaces out
6. Ball comes off pick, weak side wing sets cross pick for the 4
7. 4 rolls under the screen, good look
8. If 1st look isn’t there:

a. Pin down
b. 1 fills in weak side
c. 4 sprints hard to top of arc, looks for high low pass

to 5
d. If this look isn’t there, flows into ball-screen motion

b. Out of Zipper Set Options
i. False Motion into Hammer Set

1. Trying to free up the 2
2. Point dribbles to side
3. Run a zipper cut

a. Can go over or on top of screen
b. Meanwhile, other side setting pin down wide for 4 on

the 3.
4. Either pass to 3 w/ screen/rub cut or it’s a dribble handoff,

2 to 3
5. 3 passes to wing, 5 step-up screen, ball attacks baseline

a. Meanwhile, 4 sets back screen for wing
6. Wing slides to corner, looks for pass
7. Added Second Option

a. After 5 sets screen, walks player down and sets flare
@ elbow

ii. Side Elevator Action
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1. Point dribbles to side 
2. Run a zipper cut 
3. 3 walks into arc, 4 sprints to elbow + screens 
4. Point cuts hard over top of 4 screen  
5. As cuts over top, 4 + 5 pinch together, w/ 4 turning to set 

screen for the 3 
6. 3 cuts through 4 +5, then 4 +5 close “elevator door” 
7. 3 open for 3-pt shot  
8. If don’t get shot:  

a. 4 empties, 5 turns + ball screens, play pick n’ roll ball 
side  

iii. Last Zipper Set  
1. Point dribbles to side 
2. Run a zipper cut  
3. Guard comes down, bumps the 4 to top of arc, + posts  
4. 4 sets a screen for other guard, guard receives ball @ top of 

the arc  
5. Guard down low sets cross screen for the 5, then looks for 

pass 
6. Contact Information  

a. Phone #: 541-912-6288 
b. Email: graves@uoregon.edu 
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Stephen Silas- Early Offense, Pistols Action  
 
1. Previous Coaches + Progression of NBA Offense  

a. Paul Silas, 2000-2001:  
i. Ran UCLA offense 

ii. Half court, grind it out offense 
iii. ‘In the Box” 
iv. Wanted to post everyone up;  

1. Had Baron Davis, big point guard, getting into this post up 
2. Would want to post up Jamal Mashburn + PJ Brown + Elden 

Campbell (sometimes) 
b. Don Nelson:   

i. Completely ‘Out the box’ 
ii. Set horn screens @ 3pt line: more room to get downhill + have a 

shooter coming off looking for shot or can play 2nd side 
iii. Always pick on a matchup  
iv. Against a switch: would get right to the nail, called it the ear 

1. Would not roll switch into post b/c felt always ability for 
double team or help against the switch; more difficult to do at 
the ear 

v. Liked to play off the elbow, but just a little higher 
vi. Early action w/ pick n’ rolls, slice cuts, pin downs, more space on 

the floor, multiple screeners + ballhandlers, and the 1 series  
c. Steve Clifford:  

i. Needed to get the ball to the post, Al Jefferson 
1. Multiple post up looks 
2. Looking in the corner, looking for the seal; don’t have it; bring 

it back, swing it, swing it, don’t have it; get to stagger + flash 
to elbows, hit the elbow + play out of that 

ii. Kemba Walker’s strength was pick n’ roll game 
1. Run mainly high pick n’ roll   

iii. Wanted to create offense where players could play to their 
strengths as well as help teammates play to their strengths 

d. Rick Carlisle, current coach:  
i. Play 5-out  

1. On court in Dallas: 3-pt line, 28 ft line, 30 ft line 
2. Space to the 30 ft line + corners 

ii. Create space to get to drive + kick game 
iii. Analytically in today’s game: post up is one of worst things you 

can do offensively in NBA, midrange shot = a poor shot   
1. Want to get to the rim to finish, get fouled or rhythm 3s 

iv. 3 ways to initiate drive + kick game as coming up the floor: 
1. Pass Ahead 

a. If have advantage on wing: pass ahead + rip to baseline 
2. Skip Pass in Transition 
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a. D is loading to ball, so if skip it now playing against 
close out 

3. The Slip 
a. Slip to the rim, opens gap for the drive 

2. Idea in Coaching: 
i. Allow players to be creative + explore their game, especially when 

you have great talent 
ii. Doing simple things to get them in those positions 

3. Pistol Action  
a. 5-out; spots interchangeable 

i. Every screener is a receiver 1st  
b. Strong side Action Drills:  

1. The Flash 
a. Coming up to free throw line extended 
b. Make the catch ½ way between pro lane line + sideline 

2. Options: depend on read off the screen 
a. Pass Ahead: If defender goes over the top, then go to 

rim 
b. Pass Ahead: If defender goes under, it’s a race to rim 
c. Pass Ahead: If defender goes under + you get stuck, hit 

flare 
i. Screener comes off flare to top of key 
ii. Catch it, rip it + drive it 

d. Step-up- switchable  
i. As come up to set screen, slip out 

1. Slow down, but don’t stop 
ii. Ball attacks gap + finishes 

e. Step-up- w/ the switch 
i. Low side screen against switch 
ii. Keep defender on your back 

1. Opens pocket for finish 
iii. Pocket pass + finish 

ii. Add 3rd Player: 
1.  Step up occurs 
2. 3rd player sets flare @ pro lane line, step up player comes over 

top for shot 
a. Reasons for flare: shot + spread out defense  

3. Out of the flare, set side pick n’roll @ angle forces the over, 
then pop to the 3 

4. Player w/ ball turns corner, gets piece of paint + kicks it to 
teammate @ top of key; coach hits low player for shot 

a. Same thing, but ball passed from teammate to screener; 
coach hits top of key for shot 

5. Blue/Down the side pick n’ roll: 
a. Screener Rolls: 

i. Attack big w/ 2nd dribble 
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ii. Screener rolls, 3rd player fills behind; teammate 
hits roller for shot, coach hits fill behind for 
shot 

1. Same thing, but teammate hits fill 
behind for shot, coach hits roller for 
shot 

b. Screener Pops:  
i. Same as above, but screener pops not roll 
ii. Hit the popper 
iii. Stay spaced for popper, do not fill 

c. Screener Pops w/ Options: 
i. Hit the popper:  

1. Can shoot, dribble handoff or swing it + 
pin down 

iii. Final Product: 
1. 3 players run it down + get into any pistol action they want 

a. Down, back, down   
4. Transition 3: good shot according to numbers, scores >50%, but think about 

team psyche when teammate misses that shot 5/10  
5. Contact Information 

a. Phone #: 704-293-1521 
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Kevin Eastman- Success 
 

1. Introduction  
a. We are all on a seek + find mission 
b. Next step is to think + apply 

i. Separates the successful people  
c. Great Coaches- internalize what they learn 

2. Craft of Coaching  
a. 6 Things I Would Pay More Attention To If I Went Back  

i. Positive- Negative Ratio in Practice 
1. Players briefly remember positive, will remember negative 

for years; not much harder to be positive 
2. Pat Riley: “Catch them doing something right”  

ii. Create Time to Just Think 
1. Best of the best carve out time to think on their intentional 

list 
2. Intentional list v. To-Do List  

a. Intentional: gets you where you want to be  
b. To-Do: gets you through the day   

iii. Discipline Self to Tune Out the Noise 
1. Both positive + negative noise 

a.  How you react to both determines success 
iv. Daily Reminder: I am a Parent/Spouse First 

1. A spouse can get to point of resentment 
a. Resent the fact they are put last   

v. Learn Something Every Day  
1. Keep a WILT List: “What I Learned Today” 

vi. Remember and Respect Responsibility that Parents Hand Over to 
Me  

1. Handing over their most prized possession- their child  
3. Coaching in Today’s Increasingly Competitive Environment  

a. Leadership Separators 
i. Creating “Buy in”  

1. Competence  
a. Hall of fame players put hall of fame expectations on 

your knowledge 
b. GDI: growth development improvement 

i. Where do you measure each day 
2. Trustworthiness 

a. Time  
b. Consistency  
c. Proof  

3. Work Ethic   
4. Sincerity 

a. Who are you in it for?  
i. Let players know that you are in it for them  

4. REAL Coaching  
a. Relationships  
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i. Need to build, in order to learn what makes them talk + listen; Do 
not care what makes them tick 

ii. Need to get Heart Space, in order to get to Mind Space  
b. Example 

i. Be who you want them to be  
ii. You might be their leader, but their eyes and ears determine 

whether they will follow you 
iii. Actions need to match words 

c. Attitude 
i. Not always about what you know, but what you bring that day  

d. Listening 
i.  Should listen to understand, not to respond 

5. Emotional Control- Moment of Truth   
a. PAUSE: best word you can have in coaching  

i. Does this need to be said?  
ii. Does this need to be said by me?  
iii. Does this need to be said by me now?  

6. The Power of Fit  
a. Values 

i. What are yours? 
1. Something you are willing to be fired over  

ii. Do your players + staff know what those are? 
iii. Formula for a great team:  

1. V+P+C= chance to win a championship  
i. Values  
ii. People  
iii. Culture  

7. Creating a Team- What Builds or Destroys One? 
a. 6 “Musts” of Great Teams 

i. Over Yourself  
1. Need to be over yourself + into the team 

ii. Sacrifice  
1. It is not something you give up, it is something you do for 

a. Help your team to understand this 
iii. Role Acceptance, Education and Respect  

1. Need players to be an all-star @ their role  
iv. Power of a Teammate 

1. Mantra: UBUNTU; 2 basic tenets:  
a. People are people because of other people 
b. I can only be all I can be if you are all you can be  

v. Live our Values  
vi. NOT Talent 

1. Championship teams do not want players with talent, they 
want talented players 

2. Talent v. Talented:  
a. Added ED= extra dimension 
b. What do you well when what you do well isn’t going 

well?  
8. The “A” Team: Team Killers 
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a. Entitlement  
i. Team must learn about the power of investment, not living in the 

world of entitlement  
ii. Teams of entitlement never win titles  

b. Personal Agendas  
c. Blamers 

i. Blame v. Accountability 
ii. Accountability: taking ownership of your failures, mistakes, words 

+ actions 
d. Jealousy  
e. Not pulling your weight  
f. Terms and Turns 

i. Nobody’s ‘turn’ ever, ‘turns’ are earned 
ii. What are your terms?  

1. Ex. Celtics or Clippers: we don’t become you, you become 
us 

9. Quotes  
a. Doc Rivers: “I’ve never been around someone who’s been successful 

without someone else being a part of that success.” 
b. Peyton Manning: “The most valuable player is the one who makes the 

most players valuable.”  
10.  Mindset of THE BEST- How The Great Ones Think 

a. Top Words Related to Success: Don’t just use them, live them  
i. Truth 

1. Need to be able to live it, tell it, take it 
2. Ex. Kevin Garnett  
3. “Average players want to be left alone, good players want 

to be coached, great players want to be told the truth” 
ii. Intentional  

1. What you do on purpose to fulfill your purpose  
2. Ex. Oprah  

iii. Preparation  
1. Be there before you get there 
2. Ex. Ray Allen  
3. Provides confidence, trumps pressure  

iv. Failure  
1. Ex. All of Us  
2. Does failure stop your players or start them? 
3. Do they treat failure as education or devastation? 
4. Never waste a failure 
5. If you fear the consequence of failure, put equal fear to the 

consequence of never trying  
v. Curiosity  

1. Ex. Barack Obama  
2. The best leaders are curiosity filled 
3. Two types of people in the world: There are know it alls and 

there are learn it alls 
vi. Passion  

1. Ex. Doc Rivers  
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2. Do not worry about the money:  
a. If you’re good enough, the money will find you  

11. Three-Dimensional Look at Success 
a. Learn from the Past 
b. Produce in the Present  
c. Prepare for the Future  

12. When Wisdom Walks into Your Life  
a. “It’s not so much what you want, it’s what you do every day.” 
b. “He who angers you owns you.” 
c. “Success doesn’t stop once you get there.” 
d. “There’s more inside each of us.” 
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Katy Young Staudt- Landing Your Dream Job: Keys to Unlocking 
the Search Process 
 

1. Professional Development: Investing in Yourself  
a. Who are your mentors? Personal Board of Directors?  
b. What are your top 20 next step DREAM jobs?  
c. When it comes to your career: Treat it like RECRUITING! 
d. Do you know your conference commissioner? AD? Top Booster? 

Community influencers?  
e. Athletic administrators can serve as GREAT references  
f. Fish where the fish are  

2. Is that a good job?  
a. People  

i. Go where you are celebrated, not where you are tolerated 
ii. Do your research 

b. Tools 
i. Does this institution have the tools to be successful?  
ii. Ex. Top facilities, nutrition, budget, academic services 

c. Opportunity 
i. This is about fit: find a job that is a great fit for you both 

professionally + personally 
d. Growth 

i. Can you win here? 
e. Money  

3. Role of a Search Firm  
a. Focus traditionally = Athletic Directors, Head Football Coaches + Head 

Basketball Coaches  
b. DO NOT PICK WHO WINS THE JOB! 
c. Identifying, evaluating and assessing rising talent 
d. Someone an AD can TRUST 
e. Recruiting talented coaches who are happy in their jobs 
f. Facilitating seamless + confidential process; running interference for the 

AD 
4. Getting Involved in the Search  

a. What are they looking for?  
b. Understand the role of your current head coach and administrators  
c. Know someone that knows the AD 
d. Do your research on the institution  
e. Pick your recommendations carefully  

5. Coaches: Listen Up!!! 
a. If search firm or AD calls you, return the call no matter what 
b. If you don’t move forward in the search still follow up + thank both the 

search firm + AD 
c. If you are selected to move forward, DO NOT be high maintenance  

i. Once they express interest, adapt to their timeline 
d. Proof of desire is pursuit 

6. So, You Landed the Interview  
a. Do I know you? How do I know you?  
b. Do I like you? 
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c. Do you understand our needs? 
d. Are you the best for our institution at this time?  

7. Do’s of the Search Process 
a. Have a clean + easy to read resume 
b. Be prepared for the interview 

i. Dress professionally 
ii. Have portfolio + pen/paper to take notes 

c. Have 5-10 min introduction ready 
d. Tell stories + maintain eye contact 
e. Send “thank you” notes or emails + follow up 
f. Show your personality  
g. Bring energy + enthusiasm 

8. Don’ts of the Search Process 
a. Don’t bash previous coach  
b. Don’t say you “want to be a head coach”  
c. Don’t negotiate salary or contracts in interviews  
d. Don’t hand out materials until end of the main interview  
e. Don’t be afraid to say I don’t know  
f. Don’t go through the process if you are not serious about the job  

9.  Golden Rule 
a. If you are a “jerk” as an assistant coach, trust us, this will out during 

reference calls   
i. Main Reference Calls:  sports medicine staff, academic advisors, 

strength + conditioning coaches, compliance, former student-
athletes 
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Steve Clifford- Offensive Organization 
 

1. Introduction  
a. Winning + Losing  

i. Parallels between why win or lose @ every level;  
1. Coached high school, college + NBA 

ii. Win or lose @ each level for the same thing: play hard, play smart 
b. Playing a Series 

i. When struggling in or lose series: don’t have enough offense  
1. Happened w/ team this year 
2. Toronto locked team up  
3. Did not have enough offense to compete against best defense 

c. Looking to Future: 
i. Will need more offense or be better @ ball movement + pace 
ii. Will be implementing more flash game in upcoming season 
iii. 2 characteristics common @ every level that help play well: 

1. Purpose + Pace 
a. Ball movement + utilization of players is key 

iv. How much offense can we handle? How much do we need? How 
much offense do I know enough about to teach well?  

2. Flash Game  
a. Put in as an offense or add to existing offense 

i. Cutting, dribble handoff offense; quicker ball movement 
b. What makes flash game go? 

i. Better decision makers are bigs  
1. Ex. Nikola Vucevic: flash genius, best decision maker  

ii. Skilled big 
1. 4 +5 men who can shoot 3’s + make penetrating passes 

iii. Any aspect of offense is only as good as players in it  
1. W/ skilled big, other players don’t have to be as skilled 
2. Just need a feel for cutting 

iv. Makes switching difficult 
3. Adding Flash Game to Offense 

a. Important components of flash game: 
i. Where the ball is caught: 

1. Design things w/in your offense + help create habit so they 
understand w/ flash game we want the ball inside as much as 
can  

b. High Pick n’ Roll Series w/ Flash Game  
i. Big is live 
ii. Pass + Handback  
iii. Late Pass 
iv. Split  

1. Set screen for corner to back cut, finishes cut outside 3 
2. Always man to the ball, man to the basket 
3. Dribble handoff: move downhill 
4. Flip, pick + roll hard 
5. On a switch:  

a. Slip the screen, cut to basket + sprint out  
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b. Dribble hand off, then drive + kick pass to 3-pt 
v. Long Handoff 

1.  5 comes up, rolls to rim+ seal. Corner comes on the back, 
catches ball + pass around defense to 5  

2. If catch ball w/ even heel in paint: must score or get fouled 
vi. Long Handoff to Baseline Cut 

1. If 5 pushed out, always want to score cutting basket; passer 
cuts to basket 

vii. Dribble @ Them 
1. Long handoff, get behind, pop out after pass 
2. 5 catches ball on the move, dribbles @ top of arc, flip it + roll  

c. Flash Game Drill  
i. Complete 3 consecutive possessions w/ flash game, cannot do 

same thing twice in a row 
d. Show Adding Flash to Pick ‘n Roll Game 

i. Run side pick n’ roll w/ flash game 
4. Insights + Advice  

a. This year, by the #s, switching was worst thing you could do on pick n’ 
roll 

b. Practice how you play  
c. Every time cut to basket you are a receiver 
d. Can get better offensively, if you make them develop habits 
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Wes Miller- Zone Defense 
 
1. Coaching Background  

a. Fell into this job @ 28 years old, after just a couple years of coaching 
b. Started to figure out coaching philosophy  

i. Defensively likes to dictate what goes on, on the floor 
ii. Likes to be aggressive, but not sell out + gamble 
iii. Started studying different presses where could dictate ball 

movement; studied 1-2-2 formation for years 
1. Asked Dana Altman all about 1-2-2 rules + formation 

iv. 1-2-2 has become identity + starting point of defense 
2. Overview- Defensive Press: 1-2-2 

a. Goal: Dictate + control + disrupt possession 
i. Players cannot think turnovers measure defensive success  
ii. Turnovers are byproduct of the goal 

b. Divide court into thirds  
c. Rules 

i. Rule 1: Ball always has to be outside middle third  
ii. Rule 2: Never allow pass forward in third w/ ball or into middle 

third; will always allow passes from one third to far third or any 
lateral or backwards pass  

iii. Rule 3: Always want to make dribbler uncomfortable; never want 
ball dribbled forward through middle third or full speed down the 
court  
1. Trap area: ~6-8 ft either side of half court 
2. Ball dribbled into trap area: automatic double team 

d. CAN’T play this defense if you can’t form double teams at an exceptional 
level 

i. Double in 1-2-2 will allow a pass back  
ii. Will stay in 1-2-2 after a double team  

e. Have to be an elite transition defense team 
i. Force transition situations 
ii. In transition defensive every single possession all year 

f. Need to be versatile team 
i. Cross matched a lot, so recruit length + athleticism  

g. Have to be elite communication team  
h. Have to be able to switch back match-up wise  

3. Positions: 
a. Point Man Position  

i. Least amount of rules 
ii. Most important player on the press; smartest guy  
iii. Needs to have feel and savvy; will sacrifice athleticism 
iv. Dictates pick-up position  
v. Needs to get the ball out of middle third  

1. Play cat + mouse w/ ball 
vi. Responsibility: make sure ball does not snake to middle +get 

ready to double team if in the trap area 
b. Wing Position 

i. Ball Side:  
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1. Keep dribbler from coming full speed 
2. Playing cat + mouse 
3. Do not commit until trap area  
4. Any pass up sideline has to go over head 

ii. Opposite Side: 
1. Discourage pass through middle 
2. If pass goes there, it has to be stolen 

iii. Worst perimeter defenders go there 
iv. Great @ double teaming + denying pass up middle 
v. Have to have energy  
vi.  Have to sprint on airtime  
vii. Want people taking chances, invite passes across the floor 

c. Forward Position 
i. Ball Side:  

1. Discourage pass up sideline, don’t have to deny  
2. Close enough can make a play, not so close that can’t rotate 

back in time 
ii. Off Ball Side: 

1. Deep middle coverage  
iii. Have to sprint on airtime  

4. When do you get out of it?  
a. Automatically out of it when player declares ball  
b. Match up in transition  
c. If you declare ball, declare it on the flight of the pass 

5. Dropping into Zone Out of Press 
a. Most natural way: drop to 1-2-2 
b.  Plays 2-3 zone out of this; can’t dictate who center is 
c. Have to sprint back off the double as soon as ball is called 

6. Contact Information:  
a. Phone #: 336-314-0257 
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NBA Assistant Coaches- Special Situations  
 

1. Mike Weinar 
a. Advice 

i. “Fear of the ride is much more scary then the actual ride itself” 
1. Don’t be afraid to make the call or send the text; never know 

what will happen  
ii. You have to know who are: on the staff + to your players  
iii. Need to know: what’s your why 

1. I get great joy from seeing a player’s face when he realizes he 
is prepared for something  

b. Special Situation Statistics 
i. Last 5 years in college if you foul @ end of game + up by 3, you 

win 92% of the time; Don’t foul = 85% 
ii. In NBA 95% when you foul @ end of game + up by 3; Don’t foul = 

91% 
iii. 95% of time in NBA going to get a 2 for 1 shot 

1. 33 call: we want the ball on the rim @ 33 seconds  
2. If we have middle possession of 2 for 1 + take shot w/ ~9 

seconds left, we are crashing board with 4 guys 
3. If down ~12 w/ 4 mins to go, we are crashing w/ 3 guys  

c. 76ers Play: Rub Rifle- End of Quarter Play 
1. Player down low (shooter) sprints up + slips out,  
2. Ball handler looks to drive; if isn’t there passes to the shooter 
3. As the ball is in the air, 5 in the corner sprints up + shooter 

tosses ball; 5 can now has the handback or keep 
4. Get the ball to the rim, in good position for transition D 

d.  Underneath, Out of Bound Plays from High School Coaches 
i. 1st Play  

1. 3 has ball under basket, out of bounds 
2. 4 + 2 on opposite blocks, 1 + 5 on opposite elbows 
3. 4 pops out calling for ball 
4. Stagger for the 2, then 1 on the 5, then 5 up to the rim 

ii. 2nd Play 
1. Same concept but inverted 
2. 1 has ball under basket, out of bounds 
3. 4 + 3 on opposite blocks, 2 + 5 on opposite elbows 
4. Stagger for 2 while 4 sprints out + calls for ball, then 3 sets 

back pick for the 5, then 5 has quick slip to rim  
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2. Zach Guthrie 

a. Special Situations  
i. As defined by the Jazz: anything not after a miss or after a make 
ii. Roughly 1/3 of game, important part of game  
iii. Go over every day in practice 

1. You are what you emphasize 
iv. If going to practice these situations, it has to be live 
v. Utah Jazz name everything; important for program to speak same 

language 
vi. 3 ways manipulate plays: invert, spread out, or bunch together 
vii. Must know how opponent will defend you, must do your prep 

work early 
b. Jazz Play: Khimki (named for Russian team BC Khimki) 

i. Basically floppy 
ii. Want to create space, open things up 
iii. In-bounder = most important person in the play  
iv. Screener = next most important person in the play  
v. Regular formation: Against team stays w/ own 

a. As referee hands the ball, corner (Mitchell) + player up 
top (Korver), run + converge inside the key; where the 
floppy happens 

b. Mitchell acts like coming off the stagger, spins around 
Korver, comes off, then 5 sets screen to get Mitchell 
open for a 3-pt 

vi. If know team is switching:  
1. 2 concepts  

a. Create confusion + moments of indecision 
b. Screen your own  

2. One of best ways to use your best shooter is as a decoy 
3. Mitchell + Korver come together + split; Korver breaks once 

come together 
4. 4 acts like screening + then pops out to create space 
5. 5 screens their own, Korver comes around + smash guy that’s 

pushing out, while 5 pushes out guy switching onto him 
6.  Mitchell comes behind Korver + gets the shot 
7. Other Option: 

a. Put biggest player up top + smallest player in corner 
b. Create a mismatch 
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3. Jason Staudt  
a. Teaching 4 Plays  

i. 1st Part: Flat End 
1. Starts in 1-4 flat 
2. 4 man comes up towards ball + slips out; catch it on the pop + 

option to shoot 
a. Meanwhile, 5 crosses boxes 

3. 4 dribble hand off to corner 3 
4. 3 gets hand off throws immediate pass to 1, 5 comes into step-

up, pick n’ roll for 1 + 5  
ii. 2nd Part: Flat End Point 

1. After 5 comes into set-up, sets a screen for the ball, then goes 
+ sets wide screen for the 3, then 3 cuts to basket 

iii. 3rd Part: Flat End Logo 
1. After dribble handoff from 4 to 3, 5 flashes to the elbow, 3 hits 

the 5 
2. 1 comes off the 5, if pass not there 5 can dribble handoff to the 

2, 5 cuts + turns the corner 
iv. 4th Part: Flat End Kidd 

1. Option 1: 
a. This time 1drives to basket, when 1 reaches elbow, 3 

cuts hard off 5 to basket 
2. Option 2:  

a. After 3 cuts off 5, 5 sets hammer screen for the 4 up 
top, 1 gets to baseline for a pass to the 4 

b. Defensive side:  
i. Can simulate switching teams, mismatches, teams that stay 
ii. Weak defenders= elephants  
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Colton Houston – Effectively Incorporating Analytics into Your 
Program 
 

1. Background on Company + Self 
a. Graduated from Harvard,  
b. Received 1st job at University of Alabama in 2010 
c. Worked for University of Alabama for past 9 seasons 
d. In April started company called HD Intelligence 

i. 1st full service analytics company to operate in college basketball  
ii. Help programs use analytics to help them succeed  

2. What Do We Mean By Analytics?  
a. Using data to make better decisions 

i. Something we are all already doing 
ii. Every coach does 2 things:  

1. Watch video; technology always advancing 
2. Look @ stats; a lot of people still use old stats 

3. Individual Opinions About Analytics  
a. Some coaches love it  
b. Some coaches hate it  
c. Some coaches are not sure about it  
d. Whether you like it or not, that is where the game is going  

4. The Analytics “Wave”  
a. The “wave” is behind in college basketball v. NBA 
b. Programs and coaches that embrace analytics, will have an advantage  
c. Incorporate Analytics Effectively  

i. Collect data  
ii. Interpret data 

iii. Apply those insights  
5. The Analytics Advantage 

a. Strong, integrated analytics operation helps programs increase success: 
i. Scheduling optimization  

1. Can Increase NCAA tournament chances 
ii. Know your own team better 

1. Can Coach more effectively + win more games 
iii. Know your opponent better  

1. Can Prepare more effectively + win more games 
iv. Evaluate recruits and transfers better 

1. Can build a better roster + win more games 
b. Enhance your own coaching skills and brand  

6. Building a Winning Program 
a. Using analytics effectively = key part of building + maintaining 

successful program 
b. It is not the whole puzzle, but is key piece 

7. Scheduling Analytics- “Optimize your Resume”  
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a. Scheduling cannot get a bad team in the tournament, but for teams in 1-
75 net, scheduling is #1 most significant factor impacting selection + 
seeding 

i. 8 teams in the net top 50 that did not make NCAA tournament; 
There were 6 teams ranked 55 or worse who did 

ii. This discrepancy is answered by scheduling 
b. 2 crucial pieces of information for optimizing schedule: 

i. Algorithm to predict Selection Committee’s behavior 
ii. Accurate projections for all 353 DI teams   

1. Simple in theory, difficult in practice 
c. Assessing Schedules 

i. Different scheduling approaches for different teams  
1. Large discrepancy between teams for how valuable conference 

+ nonconference schedules are 
ii. Evaluate opponents on the schedule + potential opponents 

1. Look @ projections for opponent’s performance 
2. Translates into Expected Value of game on a team’s schedule: 

a. Consider the quadrant game will be in  
b. Consider chances of winning  
c. Consider up + down side of losing or winning  
d. Factor in win probability  

iii. Keep track of loses 
1. Do not want to overschedule teams 

d. Overall Schedule Assessment 
1. Conference + nonconference schedule, multi-team event 
2. What metrics are you hitting total through 31 games? 

ii. Team Sheets  
1. What committee uses to evaluate your team 
2. Strongly recommend using them  

e. How do you know if you have succeeded?  
i. Is this team overseeded?  

1. Overseeded: + differential between net rank + NCAA Selection 
Committee list; Resume > Net Ranking 

a.  Seton Hall: 57th in net, 38th in seed list; overseeded by 19 
spots 

ii. Is this team underseeded?  
1. Underseeded: net ranking is superior to your resume 

a.  Ex. NC State: 30/30 net, not included in NCAA 
tournament; underseeded by at least 19 spots 

iii. Only 8 teams have overseeded 2 years in a row:  
1. Alabama is on top 

8. Team Analytics 
a. Self-Scout- “Know Your Team Better”  

i. Setting Team Goals: 
1. What is our unique statistical formula for success? 
2. What will our identity be? What will we emphasize? 

ii. Measuring Team Performance: 
1. Did we do well on offensive? Did we play well on defense? 

a. Use point per possession rather than points per game  
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2. Specific questions about failure and success within a game? 
a. Attach specific stats to measure performance 

iii. Examples of Self-Scout: Team Performance 
a. Coach Mike Young: Wofford  

i. Better offensively then defensively  
ii. Excelled in shooting + turnover % 
iii. Not great free throw team  

b. Coach Wes Miller- UNCG 
i. Better defensively then offensively  
ii. Excelled in rebounds, blocked shots, forced 

turnovers 
iii. Not great shooting team and foul a lot  

iv. Measuring Individual Performance: 
1. What did a player do with the opportunity they had? 

a. Examples 
i. Usage rate, shot selection, efficiency, tempo 

free stats 
2. What is player’s overall impact on offensive and defensive 

efficiency? 
b. Opponent Scout- “Know Your Opponent Better” 

i. What stats do you use when preparing to play another team?  
1. Do you know what their unique statistical formula for success 

is? 
2. Do you know their tendencies in half-court v. transition?  
3. Do you know their team + individual shot selection tendencies 

and efficiencies? 
ii. Game Prep: Stats First  

1. Stats will tell you the what, film will tell you the how  
iii. Example Opponent Scout: Auburn 

1. Unique Formula for Success: 
a. Push tempo when they have the ball,  
b. Take more 3’s and make them @ higher % than 

opponents  
c. Win turnover battle  

2. Individual Players 
a. Chuma Okeke:  

i. High volume 3-pt half-court shooter 
ii. Great offensive rebounder half-court 
iii. Great defensive rebounder overall  

b. J’Von McCormick:  
i. Plays around 10 mins a game  
ii. In transition most likely to get to the rim or to 

free-throw line  
iii. High steals guy 

3. Game 
a. Auburn 97 v. North Carolina 80: 

i. Accomplished fast pace tempo with ball, took 
and made more 3’s than opponent, won the 
turnover battle 
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9. Contact Information  
a. Phone #: 205-441-8178 

 

Integrity Panel- Fran Fraschilla, Peter Roby, Jeremy McCool 
 

• Fran: How would you define integrity?  
• Jeremy: From position in enforcement w/ the national office, integrity is 

emphasized at a very high level. I say that b/c our role in enforcement is to 
identify threats and process the violations. From an integrity standpoint, everyone 
at DI level understand that there are rules. If you break those rules, should be 
consequences. When there is a lack of integrity, compromises the entire collegiate 
model.  

• Peter: Values driven leadership is something I’ve tried to live my whole life. 
Developed this outlook through childhood. Father tried to show me right from 
wrong, + taught me how important it was to live a life of real ethics + values + 
treating people the right way + representing family in a way you would want 
people to perceive them. Integrity is avoiding stuff that would bring shame to 
your family’s name. Shouldn’t just avoid when you think you’re going to get 
caught. What are your values? Need to be values of conviction, not values of 
convenience. People who get jammed up, did not start put wanting to break the 
rules.  What are you willing to do to keep a job? Lesson my father taught me: 
never let anyone make you feel like you have to keep the job + you will do 
whatever it takes to keep it.  

• Fran: Jeremy, what would you tell young coaches getting into this business right 
now, based on what we’ve seen the last 2 years + your own view of the 
profession? 

• Jeremy: I’m a teacher-coach at heart and I take the role I play seriously and am an 
advocate of the profession. It is very righteous, not everyone in this industry is 
righteous when it comes to their decision making. They will put regard over their 
integrity. They are betting on not having to suffer consequences when they do 
something they know they are not supposed to be doing. I would tell young 
coaches, that is a big decision. Not sure it matters if you get caught, it is about 
how do you feel about the integrity of the profession you represent. Rules that 
apply to you, apply to everyone. When you know you have broken a rule or vow, it 
will come back to you in either character or life. My role is to first educate, then 
protect the game + the coaches who do things the right way. 80% of coaches do 
the right thing, 10% of the population is wired to cheat + 10% are right in the 
middle. My job is to pull that 10% to me.  

• Fran: Peter, what do you do when a guy tells you ‘hey I’m losing my job b/c this 
guy is cheating?  

• Peter: As an athletic director, thought it was important for my guys to know how I 
make decisions about who coaches + who doesn’t. Never fired a coach b/c didn’t 
win enough games, but had to have people leave who didn’t do things the right 
way. Wanted it to be about the student-athlete, we are in the business of 
education. Young coaches: make sure you know what business you are in, don’t let 
people make you think you need to cheat to succeed, + believe you can do it the 
right way + succeed. My job was to let my coaches know I was a partner for them 
and know my coaches may be at a disadvantage because we were not giving a 
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stipend. Don’t compromise your values, know your profession, never succumb to 
the idea you cannot succeed by doing it the right way. 

• Fran: Jeremy, how will the FBI investigation impact integrity in college athletics? 
• Jeremy: It remains to be seen. It has changed the world I operate in + the 

landscape of the world you operate in possibly forever. Activities engrained in 
recruiting model for decades, were determined to be federal crimes. Processing of 
these cases and work parallel to the FBI was uncharted territory. This hindered 
and our effectiveness + efficiency for the last 2 years. Changing already from Rice 
committee, this was 1st summer where recommendations were implemented. The 
hurry is out, but think good and bad to it. Need for future collaboration + voices 
on it about what is best for the kids + environment to try to prevent getting pulled 
back in that direction.  

• Fran: I see the same schools continuing to cheat, aside from being in the middle of 
an investigation, I don’t think anything is changing. Why should I be more hopeful 
that the game is changing? 

• Jeremy: Speaking for myself and not the national office: 1. We are not involved w/ 
the hiring/firing process. From a process standpoint, we could not obstruct justice 
+ just done our own thing. Now it is about being pragmatic and intentional about 
putting out as strong a case as possible. Want due diligence on both sides’ b/c 
accountability is higher than it has ever been. Also, bound by legislative process + 
timeline.  

• Fran: The evidence in federal trial that was not introduced in court of law is that 
evidence NCAA can use? 

• Jeremy: All of it, no. Some of it, yes. We have informal ability to obtain 
information, so yes and no.  

• Fran: Peter, one criticism of Rice commission is that there were no grassroots, 
how do you feel about that? 

• Peter: I think some of the comments were valid, that there were not the 
practitioners. Isn’t that the hard part? B/c if people are trying to circumvent the 
rules, they are not going to make it obvious. Value of FBI probe, is that it 
unearthed what these kinds of people are doing so there could be more vigilance 
about how these things are happening. As member schools, always complained 
about thickness of manual. Why is it so thick? B/c we keep breaking the rules. We 
are a member driven organization so we have to police ourselves. Choices to make 
about schedule. If you think a school is cheating, do not play them. Who are you 
hiring? Do your due diligence. What criteria am I using to hire people? Part of the 
criteria used for hiring/firing is embedding the culture. Your job as head coach is 
to make it clear what your expectations w/ respect to recruiting trip, you are 
responsible.  

• Coach Smart: It is the assistant coaches going to jail + being fired, + all of them 
are black. 

• Peter: How should we look @ that? Should we say we are being persecuted? Or 
should we say that isn’t how we should be going about this? I’m hurt that so many 
of the guys are black because I think it sends the wrong message. 

• Coach Smart: When you are an assistant coach @ this level, particularly a black 
assistant coach, get put under an incredible amount of pressure + every day you 
have to make a decision. Not as easy to make the right one, depending on who 
you work for.  
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• Peter: You make a choice in deciding who to work for. You have to do your due 
diligence as an assistant coach in choosing where to work. For example, in 
choosing where I went, I would not go to programs where I would be pigeon-
holed into the recruiter position simply b/c I’m black. I made a choice based on my 
values + goals. Why do you want to go to the higher-level schools? Is it the 
money, size, interest? B/c you can make a difference at any level. If you have to 
compromise your values @ higher level, do you want to do that?  

• Larry Shyatt:  Something that needs to be resaid: your values have to be 
something you are willing to get fired for. The elephant in the room is will these 
going to get caught? Will they continue to get paid to do what we all love to do? 
At this point, young coaches receive the message that these cheating coaches are 
profiting + not receiving consequences.  

• Coach Smart: The other elephant in the room is that all of this is based on a 
flawed model.  

• Coach Hewitt: Peter, did you feel NCAA enforcement on agents engaging w/ 
hockey student-athletes was @ a high level?  

• Peter: No. They had “advisors” allowed to interact with.  
• Coach Hewitt: As Head Coach @ Georgia Tech, I got asked for money twice + 

once at Villanova, never did it. So, why do you feel they allow loose activity in 
hockey and not in basketball? Jeremy, has the NCAA looked @ whether they are 
the issue + into changing the rules in order to fix the system? 

• Peter: I do not think the hockey issue is one of race, but rather it’s about money. 
There is no money being generated in college hockey, even here at Northeastern, 
so the rules are looser. Hockey players could go to training camps + have these 
advisors. I thought it was a great model.  

• Jeremy: The NCAA is the member associations. As enforcement we don’t deal 
with making the rules.  

• Fran: How much more can the NCAA get to, to where there is a comfort level w/ 
fact kids should stay in college 4 rather than going right to league? What are the 
positive changes you see coming?  

• Jeremy: I want to answer both of you (Paul + Fran). Right now, the is push is the 
more freedom + opportunity for student-athletes w/ regards to monetization of 
name, image + likeness. This has sparked a similar conversation in NCAA. From the 
outside looking in, seems like it is something that is going to happen. Is a 
collective understanding that status quo is not sustainable, effective, efficient + 
equitable. What is being done to try to strengthen college? A lot of the discussion 
is about athletes trying to monetize themselves for professional purposes, but 
those are limited opportunities. How do you maximize the monetary opportunity 
to stay in college? I would think the NCAA would want a more inclusive model. 

• Coach Hewitt: I think you need to consider giving the NBA and agents more 
access to student-athletes. Teams would talk to players + usually tell them to 
spend more time @ the collegiate level. 

• Coach Van Gundy: We are talking about the integrity of the coach. It comes down 
to what is right + wrong. Do the right thing no matter what the cost is to you + you 
do not have to worry about it.  

• Bill Carr:  Haven’t talked about greatest shadow of all: legalized sports betting.  
• Peter:  We are waiting to see implications. As an AD, I think about HIPPA 

concerns. Professional games put out injury reports for the line. If colleges start to 
put out injury reports, that information is protected by the government + could be 
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problematic for players w/ high draft potential. In this world, there are going to 
have to have to be concessions to confidential information. I have real issues 
about legalized gambling on amateur athletes. I would not want to be a college 
official in this environment. They already get a lot of scrutiny, but add the line to 
that, could be even worse. 

• Jeremy: People working in that space, trying to determine guidelines + criteria 
around it. Very much an issue to keep an eye for the near future, because it is a 
temptation.  

• Fran: Young coaches, eyes are on you. You are being watched. You can get jobs 
from a connection you did not even know was there.  “Basketball world is too darn 
small”. 

• Peter: Pattern in the world, in leadership it is not that people made mistakes, it 
was what people in leadership did when they found out people made mistakes. Ex. 
Catholic Church, Baylor, Michigan State, Penn State. Common issue: people in 
leadership abdicated their responsibilities, you have to make tough decisions.  
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Lou Hecker – Special Guest 
 

1. All great athletes + performers have: Vision, Mission + Passion 
a. Vision 

i. When you are in the right place, doing the right thing it feels right 
ii.  Ex. Magic Johnson: “I grew up poor, but I did not have poor dreams.” 

(had a vision) 
b. Mission 

i. Translating vision + ‘right’ feeling into everyday activities 
ii. 30/12 rule: practice 30 hrs/wk for 12 years in order to master skill 
iii. If you think you can treat everyone equally that is a losing point, but 

you can treat everyone fairly 
iv. 3 different ways of treating people: comforter, clarifier + confronter 

c. Passion 
i. Instead of trying to be the best in the world, maybe what you ought 

to be is the best for the world 
ii. Need to manufacture passion yourself because you are under 

surveillance all day long to learn 
d. Peak Performers (like athletes):  

i. It isn’t easy, but it is simple.  
ii. It will not get any easier or more rewarding than it is right now today 
iii. George Bernard Shaw wrote: “I don’t believe in circumstances, the 

people who get on in this world are the people who get up and look 
for the circumstances they want and if they can’t find them, make 
them.”  
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Kelvin & Kellen Sampson- Defensive Philosophy + Drills  
 

1. Kellen Sampson 
a. Defensive Strategy 

i. Defensively came up w/ ways to throw teams off balance 
1. Wanted to be really good @ side pick n’ roll coverage + low 

post defense 
2. Did not want teams to be able to play low post against them + 

wanted to keep posts out of foul trouble  
b. Monster 

i. Goal: Every time ball touches low post, want to come hard as 
quickly as can w/ post to post trap 
1. Fully committed to post trapping; do it every possession 

ii. Guideline Principles of Monster Trap: 
1. Never play behind as the post 
2. Guard the ball not the man  
3. Need to jump to the ball  
4. Work like crazy to get air passes  
5. On flight of the ball, everyone needs to move 

iii. Post to Post Monster Trap – against traditional 3-out, 2-in  
1. Offense does a pin down, for guards to pop out 
2. Guideline Principles of Monster Trap: 

a. Never play behind as the post 
b. Guard the ball not the man  
c. Need to jump to the ball  
d. Work like crazy to get air passes  
e. On flight of the ball, everyone needs to move 

3. Primary post player positioning: 3 quarter front 
a. Get on his hip, take arm bar stick under his rib cage, win 

hand to hand combat, win feet battle, off arm out front 
b. Forces pass to be an air pass 

4. Overview of Monster Trap 3-out 2-in: 
a. Against Traditional floppy set 

i. Pin down for guards to pop out 
b. As ball hits the wing, post needs to jump the blue line  
c. Ball hits post, 4 man always comes over + traps  

i. Must arrive w/ hands up 
d. As ball is in flight post needs to take away the baseline 
e. As offensive post dribbles out, 4 needs to retreat w/ 

urgency to blue line   
f. Only pass making available is opposite side of the floor  

5. Other positions: 
a. Opposite side guarding wing drops low aka bottom of i 

i. Is the crackback: don’t get beat by bottom guy 
ii. Is most important person in setup 

1. Needs to communicate w/ trapper on 
where he is returning home 

2. Hold spot until trapper returns 
b. Player guarding point drops to the nail aka top of i  
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i. Top of i responsibility is 1st pass,  
ii. Get low enough to see everything  

iv. Post to Post Monster Trap- against 4-out 1-in  
1. Overview of Monster Trap 4-out 1-in: 

a. Post defense begins with 3 quarter 
b. Guard ball not man 
c. If ball passed to low need to get around + take away 

baseline, then post to post monster trap   
d. Crackback has 2 people, top of i has 2 people  
e. Need to communicate on the return 

i. 4 returns to man, right out to ling 
v. 4 Points of Emphasis for Monster: 

1. Ball is thrown in, primary defender already @  hard 3 quarter 
front, needs to get to outside hip + take away baseline 

2.  Pass has to get locked down 
3. 4 has to come all the way over, always on the top side 
4. Crackback + top of the i need to work in center view w/ each 

other 
c. Questions: 

1. Scouting report dictates retreat depending on really good 
shooter; could need to full rotate 

2. Only monster with the 5; always monstering w/ the 5 
3. On catch- turn- face: monster is off, just guard the ball  
4. Need to arrive with high hands, hands up as you come  
5. When guard throws in + cuts through, top of i rotates to 

lockdown, crackback takes top of i + cutter becomes lag w/ 
crack back responsibilities  

2. Kelvin Sampson 
a. Summer practice 

i. Assistant coaches get 3 hour/week v. Head coach 1 hour/week 
ii. Practice: 

1. Monster defense, pick n’ roll defense, getting loose balls  
iii. Head coach cannot have a bad day 

b. Playing/Coaching Insights 
i. Work with guys to really talk  

1. Cannot be good on defensive end if passive aggressive  
ii. Sometimes playing hard is not enough  
iii. Greatest influence in coaching: Ralph Miller  
iv. Need to compete in everything involved in the offense 
v. Where is your pick-up point? 

1. Extending pick up point = more ticky tacky fouls 
vi. Post defense starts with ball pressure  
vii. How can I get more effort out of a guy?  

1. Uses stop watch to see how much faster player can get from 
point A to point B each time 

a. Creates competition  
c. Defense 

i. Base of all defense 
1. Stop the ball and stunt the pass 
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ii. Stunt + get back to your man  
1. When go back to man, get into passing lane w/ hands up  

iii. Get your guys to jump to the ball  
iv. Do not guard the man, guard the ball  
v. Start practice off w/ 2 min 30 second of film-  

1. Most they can pay attention  
vi. 10 min period before stretching: 112/113 practices work on monster  
vii. Not trying to reinvent the wheel, just trying to stop the ball 
viii. Everybody needs to be in the right place, not difficult 
ix.  Where is the ball? Where are you?  
x. Might give up a corner shot occasionally, but that is okay.  

1. What are you willing to give up? 
xi. Embrace talking 

1. Every great defense has 1 great talker 
2. Hardest thing to do id teach kids to be consistent talker 
3. Not talking is selfish 
4. Always can hear a good team, never hear a bad team 

xii. What are you willing to take away and what are you willing to 
give up? 

xiii. Slide is an early word for a late slide 
xiv. Offensively: Side pick n’ roll set @ free throw line extended 
xv. Side pick n’ roll action triggered when big is on same side of the 

ball 
xvi. Blue: side pick n’ roll defense  

1. Blue triggers Black: 
a. Ball calls blue, jump up + take middle away, close the 

window, other guy shuts the door  
b. Rest of guys jump to the ball  
c. Guys on ball: lower one job is to stop the ball 
d. Weak side, furthest guy gets the roller 
e. Most important guy, MIG = player guarding furthest 

from the ball  
f. Do not call Blue on a chase, slide on chase  
g. Hear slide, open up to give guy on ball space, is going 

to go under + compete to get nose to the ball  
h. Early slide creates shooting opportunities  

2. Mid pick n’roll  
a. Right= call for mid pick n’roll 
b. Aggressively get to the side  
c. When slow down ball, help has dead sprint back to his 

man with his hands up 
3. Spend a lot of time on loose balls, but do not think should 

spend every day on loose balls   
a. Best Friend = point guard + best player  
b. Loose Ball drill:  

i. Turn around face opposite basket, whistle 
blows = go get the ball  
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Jenny Boucek- Maverick’s Basketball  
 

1. Information on Principles Been Studying 
a. Upcoming Generation, 20 + under, trending down 

i. Main difference = Social media  
1. People become addicted to feedback  
2. Becomes a way for kids to cope 
3. Players have no idea the damaging effects  
4. Start using social media instead of connecting after issues and 

dealing with them   
ii. Guys and girls are not playing pick-up anymore  
iii. Players have no idea who they are and who they are not  
iv. 1st generation who does not value older generations or mentors  
v. Empathy is dying 

1. One of the most under talked about characteristics of greatest 
leaders and success 

2. Not taught in culture anymore  
3. Sue Bird’s empathy separated her from others  

vi. Cannot handle anything long winded, cannot concentrate. 
vii. Terrified of risk and negative feedback  

b. Solutions to Generational Issue  
i. Peers in locker room who influence players in right way is more 

important than ever 
ii. Adjust to nonexistent attention span 

1. Drills= precise, intentional and quick  
2. Instead 1 drill for 10 mins, 5 drills for 2 mins 
3. Music is a helpful tool to keep high energy + attention 

iii. Celebrate and encourage making mistakes + failure  
1. Cannot have a fear of failure as a coach  

iv. Learn to work with them in terms of social media + confidence 
1. Ex. Half-time Rule: by time I get into locker room, two things 

you are doing well and two you need to improve on as a team.  
v. As coaches, need to be more creative and intentional: 
vi. Useful Resources 

1. Chasingfailure.com: quick movie about embracing chasing 
failure  

2. In Search of Greatness: movie about inspiring creativity  
3. Book: The Science of Deep Learning; all latest research on all 

the principles 
4. Learn from different places and resources; players are great to 

learn from, other sports, science etc.  
c. Science of Deep Learning  

i. Need to coach like testing, cannot just teach and teach and teach  
1. Ask questions first + allow brain to think about the answer 

before giving correct one 
a. Even if wrong initially, more likely to remember the 

right answer now rather than if had just been told.  
2. Test group v. Teaching: test group will do better every time  

ii. Needs to be struggle in every drill  
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iii. Most coaches teach with block training, it is not effective way of 
training  
1. Ex. Hitting a baseball  

a. Athletes that receive scramble pitches v. blocked 
pitches: scramble will do better ultimately  

iv. The more feedback is internal, the better  
1. Ex. Instead of critiquing each shot while standing + watching 

them make free throws, have them make 5 in row as nothing 
but net 

2. Ex. Shell drill where stop = 1point, 3 stops= win but if ball 
touches the paint you lose  

v. Give players a problem to solve, they either figure it out together 
or look to coach like “tell me what to do”  

d. Generational Need for Exploration + Self Expression 
i. How can we put them in situations where they can do this? 

1. Film: tell them what you want to tell them, split into small 
groups, give 5 clips and let them evaluate themselves  

2. Let them pick their own teams a lot: helps stop the 
complaining about playing time,  

a. Need to earn teammate’s trust  
3. End of practice drill where simulate last 2 or so minutes of 

game aka end game situations: had to handle/coach 
themselves,  

a. Become more receptive because they realize need your 
help 

e. Drill Creation  
i. Parameters + Scoring provide internal feedback + encourage 

problem solving  
1. Instead of 3 on 3, side pick n’ roll: let them try to figure out 

ways to beat blue 1st and may come up with something, if not 
will look to you for help and listen better 

2. Spurs 4 on 4 on 4Drill: score the defense and give offense 
parameters, play the possession out. 

a.  Coach passes to whoever, becomes a scramble 
situation and principles are enforced based on 
parameters.  

b. Ex. Rule is: Offense cannot score off pick n’ roll, if they 
cannot score, will realize the importance of it  

ii. More you can incorporate testing into drills, the more they will 
learn 
1. More your team takes ownership, the better  
2. Need the data first before you can start testing 

a.  Cannot hurt to test without all the data, but may need 
to teach some of the data before 
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Tim Maloney- Message for All 
 

1. “We Teach the Game and Coach the Person”  
a. Billy Graham: “A coach could impact more lives than most people could 

in a lifetime.”  
b. Frank Mars 

i. Great coach: Taught the game + coached the person 
1. Had confidence, real person  

ii. Coaching = 15% of basketball, important 15% 
iii. Coached Billy Donovan 
iv. 50 years ahead of his time 

c. Relationships Are What it is All About  
i. Something about relationships: 

1. Something about filling a place w/ people all brought into 
something 

2. Something about people cheering for you + being around 
people who support you 

ii. Learned from the best people 
1. Jim Valvano 
2. Pele 
3. Frank Mars 

iii. People don’t handle prosperity too well 
1. Manipulation around you to change you is heightened 
2.  Prosperity is not place to be, place to be is always striving for 

that of which you truly value 
3. Not on the scoreboard, on the heartboard  

a. Records are not the measurement of who you are  
iv. Impact of People 

1. People forget people, but not those they’ve touched 
2. Will remember the people who have impacted you 
3. Need people/relationships to help build your confidence 

v. Make Connections 
1. Never know who you will meet + affect 
2. Up to you to treat everyone as if they are very, very important  

vi. Family 
1. Never negate your family, it is what it is all about 
2. Had surgery + was able to spend time w/ wife + son, had a 

great time 
d. Coaching Experience  

i. NYU soccer coach 
1. Thankful to know didn’t deserve the job  
2. Knew the ‘we’ was much more powerful than the ‘me’ 

ii. St. Joseph’s School job 
1. Tried to turn it down, was told ‘no’ 
2. Left meeting wanting to teach 

iii. Martin Luther High School 
1. Coached 1st high school basketball game as the head coach 
2. Another job didn’t deserve, knew enough to show heart to 

people 
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3. Knew to give people most valuable thing that every coach 
gives: time 

iv. Mariner High School coach 
1. Heartboard there was incredible 
2. Made it to State Championship 

v. University at Buffalo  
1. Worked under Tim Cohane 
2. Was not looking for the job 

a. Most jobs you interview for, you aren’t getting 
b. If you get a call for a job, good chance of getting job 

vi. Eastern Kentucky University 
1. Jason McLeish 

a.  Junior college kid, turned an entire school around 
b. Works kids out in NYC 
c. Will be tough, good kids + there will be no noise 

2. Almost beat Kentucky in 2005 w/ Jason McLeish 
3. Offense wins championships 

a. Seen bad offense beat good defense  
vii. University of Massachusetts 

1. Worked w/ guys who were all salt of the earth 
2. Best 3 seasons in history of the school w/ Travis Ford 
3. NIT, great feeling to win it; any chance you get to play, go 

play, it is about playing 
viii. Florida 

1. Received piece of the net + ring from Billy Donovan when they 
won in 2006 

2. Love Billy Donovan because of the person he is 
ix. Baylor 

1. Haters will always be around; circus continues, clowns may 
change 

x. Dunbar High School  
1. Current team, love it there  
2. Love seeing people excited 

e. Closing 
i. Been around a lot of success, it was never an ‘I’ thing 
ii. Every member of your program needs to have character  

1. Need to coach your coaches 
2. Need to be a family- takes something consistent  

iii. You need to study for the test  
iv.  What is wrong with coaching: “Some coaches want to be players, 

players coaches, both want to be refs.” 
v. Don’t judge people 
vi. Catch the ball with eyes, bring to your hands 
vii. Most dangerous guy is person who just passed 
viii. Teach the game + coach the person 
ix. Teach guys to prove everyone right who sticks up for them 

instead of proving everyone else wrong, they do not deserve the 
credit  
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Shaka Smart + Jeremy Ballard- Coaching Staff Dynamics 
 

1. Shaka Smart: Insights into Coaching Staff Dynamics 
a. Every assistant coach should 1st be a head coach 
b. “If I Could Go Back” Handout 

i. Made by former assistant, now head coach 
ii. Use to help assistant coaches better perform job 

c. Get outside of yourself 
i. Must intentionally get outside of oneself 

ii. #9 on “If I Could Go Back” Handout 
d. Important quote for assistant coaches: “I Got It” 

i. Best thing you can say as an assistant coach, as long as you mean 
it 

ii. Allows head coach to take something out of his headspace 
iii. Ex. Mike Rose: if he said “I got it”, knew he had it 

e. What is your role in the program?  
i. Roles are different than responsibilities  

ii. As big or as small as you make it 
iii. Carve out your role; need to make yourself indispensable as an 

assistant coach 
f. Culture 

i. It’s about how you act, interact + how you respond  
ii. It’s about the people in your room, need the right people in your 

room 
g. Delegating  

i. Staff dynamics = 2-way street 
ii. Average employee follows up on 40-60% of agreements 

1. Means some stuff is falling to the wayside 
iii. Responsibility of both head + assistant coaches to fix 
iv. When something is delegated, you either have it or you don’t 

1. Delegating Handout info. from Harvard Business Review on 
managing people 

h. “Number one thing you can do as member of coaching staff is affect 
positive change in the minds of our players.”- Billy Donovan 

i. Commonality of best staffs: team effort to figure out how to move 
players forward + affect their minds 

ii. Ability as an assistant coach to affect players’ minds matters 
1. Not something you get an award for 
2. Stopped scouts for a while, wanted all coaching staff to work 

on the next game b/c goal is to affect players’ minds 
i. ‘Surround Sound’ 

i. Want your program to be ‘Surround Sound’ 
ii. Players need to hear your goals + values in surround sound 

iii. Achievable only when whole staff is on the same page as you 
j. 4 things you have to do as an assistant coach if you want to be a 

successful head coach: 
i. #1: Do an excellent job in your current job  

a. Top 5% 
ii. #2: Develop + document your own coaching philosophy 
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a. Does not mean will be 100% prepared if you get the 
job, but it will help you be more ready 

iii. #3: Build relationships w/ those who can help you  
a. 2 ways to get head coaching job: know the person 

making the decision or know someone influencing the 
person making the decision 

iv. #4: Hone your interviewing skills 
a. Different from people skills 
b. Find someone to do a mock interview with 

k. “Are you committed or are you compliant?” 
i. Applicable to both players + staff 

ii. Makes difference if you rise to the level of being committed 
iii. To Be Committed: 

1. Need to believe in what your head coach says and does; 
2. Be willing to jump in with two feet even if you think it might be 

crazy. 
3.  Cannot fool college players or dogs, so need to believe in 

head coach, not just be compliant.  
l. Connectivity with staff is everything 

i. Before you dive in with your players, staff needs to be right 
2. Jeremy Ballard- Insights into Coaching Staff Dynamics  

a. Seek out great people, cannot compensate working for a great person 
i. 5 different coaches + 5 different programs in 5 years 

ii. Crash course in coaching dynamics 
b. Know your head coach  

i. Ex. Coach wanted assistant coach who spent more time with the 
guys, so tried to spend more time w/ players to move them 
forward, so could be great for coaching 

ii. Not on “To-Do” list, but knew it was his role 
c. Need to make affecting positive change in players’ minds a part of your 

role  
i. Head coach will appreciate it 

ii. Need reinforcement of their vision @ all times 
iii. Players are most important members of this family  

1. Most important recruits are already on your team 
d. Head coach amnesia 

i. Forget what it is like to be an assistant coach 
ii. Important to show assistant coaches that you value their growth 

and their dreams 
3. Larry Shyatt- Insights  

a. Kids/players are perceptive + will notice if you’re paying more attention 
to incoming class than them, and you will lose them 

b. Public Speaking Skills are difficult and a big part of being a head coach,  
i. Practice speaking at rotary clubs or Kiwanis; places looking for 

people to speak for cheap + hugely beneficial 
4. Contact Information: 

a. Shaka Smart Phone #: 804-405-0404 
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